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I. INTRODUCTION

Why Literature?

To experience literature is to see the world through new eyes. As C. S. Lewis stated in his *Experiment in Criticism*, “Those of us who have been true readers all our life seldom fully realise the enormous extension of our being which we owe to authors... My own eyes are not enough for me, I will see through those of others.” When we read, we broaden our perspective, so that we are no longer trapped within the limits of our own experience. “In reading great literature,” Lewis says, “I become a thousand men and yet remain myself...I see with a myriad eyes, but it is still I who see...I transcend myself; and am never more myself than when I do.”

This broadening of perspective is a necessary and crucial part of a strong education. The ability to interact gracefully with important ideas is one mark of a truly educated person, and exposure to such ideas is the only way to become conversant with them! Great literature, because it presents ideas with eloquence, provides models and examples by which students can hone their skills of expression and debate.

However, this is only half of the reason.

The other half is that great literature, because it beautifully portrays the tragedy, pathos and wonder of the human condition, is an end in itself. It’s not just a tool for teaching the skill of debate, or a training manual on how to discuss ideas; it is art that richly rewards educated contemplation. It represents the contributions of its authors to what Mortimer Adler called the Great Conversation about the good life, the relationship between the human and the divine. The pleasure and fulfillment that come from reading literature are part of what it is to be human, in the fullest sense. This is what sets man apart from the animals.

Why should you want your student to read and understand Shakespeare’s *Hamlet*? So that he will get the chance to think critically about literature and about life, of course, but also so that he will have read *Hamlet*. So he will see and understand, in all its beauty and tragedy and glory, the plight of the human soul. As he reads, he will see himself mirrored in Hamlet’s nobility and heroism, in his anxiety and indecision, in his glory and his destruction. The student’s mind will be uplifted beyond the facts of his own experience to the world of ideas, which will eventually bring to his own life a depth of understanding and a sense of perspective that would otherwise be unavailable to him.

It’s an odd and somewhat disturbing thought, but statistics say that most of us will be utterly forgotten by history within fifty years of our deaths. Achilles, however, still lives, 3,000 years later. Hamlet lives. Huckleberry Finn, Augustine of *The Confessions*, Hawthorne’s Hester Prynne, Dostoyevsky’s Grand Inquisitor – they are all immortal, in a manner of speaking. Why? Because there is something about them, be it the bitterness of Achilles, the repentance of Augustine, the tortured humanity of Hamlet or the earthy wisdom of Huckleberry Finn, that calls out to us at some deep level and makes us answer — that touches us in our humanness, that mirrors our own glorious potential and our own sinful wretchedness. These characters have the power to move us and inspire us, to ennoble us. They are the gifts of God to men, and he who would know God, not only in his heart but also in his mind, would do well to meet Him in the history of ideas.
This is why we study our past, our traditions, our cultural heritage; this is why we read great literature. The world God has made for us is filled with gifts of beauty, truth and goodness, and among these gifts are authors, philosophers, and poets. To understand their work is to understand the goodness of God.

This seminar is presented because of the conviction that your students can get a head start on the road to this kind of understanding of their world and their history. They need not wait until they go to college to begin learning to appreciate great literature. They can start right now. The techniques are easy to learn, and easy to teach; and much pleasure and fulfillment awaits him who would pursue them.

The following lessons present a model for teaching the skills of literary analysis and interpretation. They are organized according to three important ideas, which together form the heart of the Teaching the Classics approach to literature:

1. All works of fiction possess common elements: Context, Structure and Style.

2. Because of their clarity, children’s stories are the best tools for teaching the recognition and evaluation of these elements.

3. The best classroom technique for presenting and analyzing literature is the Socratic Method.
LESSON 1: PREPARATION FOR LITERARY ANALYSIS

Context and Authorship

Of primary importance in the study of any literature is the context in which it was written. Every story is written by an individual living in a particular culture and period. Consequently, each author’s work is, in a sense, a relic of the period in which it was written. Just as George Washington was a product of his time, so also Pride and Prejudice is a product of its era. It is impossible that an author may write from any experience other than his own, no matter how fictional the account he weaves might be. He writes folk, fable, truth, and fiction from his own sensory experience. He tells of sunsets he has seen, trips to lands he has traveled, and conversations he has enjoyed. He may use these sensory experiences to create fantasy worlds, languages, and places beyond his reach, but they still smack of the human reality he has experienced.

A passing knowledge of the history of the time in which a piece was penned is therefore invaluable in its study. Social and class structures, moral sensibilities, roles for men and women, theological and philosophical trends and more are at the root of many a tale as authors use their literary genre to examine, criticize, or reflect on the life issues of their time and place. While Jane Austen, for example, ridiculed the rigid social and class structures of her day, Mary Shelley criticized the subjection of women. While Wordsworth, Coleridge and their fellow Romantics contemplated the new revolutionary spirit of the age, the Victorians who followed concerned themselves with the origins of man, the existence of God, the Scientific Revolution, and the problems of urbanization.

In addition to understanding the historical period behind a piece of literature, a good reader must also acknowledge the personal history of the author. While fiction is not necessarily autobiographical, and cannot be read as such, knowledge of the character and life of the author can at times provide a window into a work. When Mark Twain wrote The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, for example, he not only wrote during a period of racial tension and incongruity in America at large, but also from a wealth of personal experience in the culture of the Mississippi Valley.

“But don’t I need a degree in Literature or History to understand these intricacies?”

Of course not! A variety of college level survey texts include short essays on the periods of English literature and on the lives of great authors, many of which are perfect for the home school teacher looking to “bone up” on some history. We recommend especially the Norton Anthology series, which contains dozens of such essays, and is an indispensable source of background information for virtually every Classic. Such study guides as “Cliff’s Notes” or “Masterplots” are also helpful in this regard.
To understand the wide range of personal histories that make authors who they are, consider the following sample:

• **John Milton** (author of *Paradise Lost*) lived in England from 1608 to 1674. He was a Puritan and a follower of Oliver Cromwell, who ruled England for a time after the execution of Charles I. While in his forties, Milton became completely blind, and it is said that he dictated much of his poetry to one of his daughters. The theological and political earmarks of Milton’s Puritanism thoroughly characterize his epic poem *Paradise Lost*, while he deals directly with the psychological and spiritual effects of his blindness in several of his greatest poems.

• **Daniel Defoe** (author of *Robinson Crusoe*) lived in England from 1660 to 1731. He was a dissenter from the Church of England, and once mocked the highhanded ways of his Anglican opponents by arguing in a satirical pamphlet that all Dissenters be exterminated. This stunt earned him an arrest and a term in the pillory, where it is said that he castigated his accusers aloud by reading his own satirical poems, while audiences (who had been sold copies) drank his health in the streets. Worth noting is that Defoe’s most famous character, Robinson Crusoe, comes to espouse a form of Christianity that would have made him as convinced a Dissenter as Defoe himself.

• **James Fenimore Cooper** (author of *Last of the Mohicans*) lived from 1789 to 1851, and was the first great American novelist. As a young man, he was expelled from Yale, and spent time at sea as a midshipman. Cooper wrote more than fifty books, creating in the process the archetypes of the rugged frontier woodsman and the Noble Savage.

• **Charles Dickens** (author of *Great Expectations*) lived in England from 1812 to 1870. His father was plagued by debt, and the whole family spent time in debtor’s prison in 1824. Originally writing for magazines (where he was paid by the word!) Dickens eventually became a famous author and public personality. He campaigned against social ills (such as those endured by debtors and other unfortunates) during long lecture tours in Europe and the United States. He is considered by many to be the greatest Victorian novelist.

• **Robert Louis Stevenson** (author of *Treasure Island, Kidnapped* and *The Black Arrow*) was a Scotsman who lived from 1850 to 1894. He suffered from tuberculosis from childhood. Stevenson traveled extensively, once taking a tour of France and Belgium *by canoe*. He lived in California for a time in the late 1870’s and finally settled in Samoa, where he died.

• **Harper Lee** (author of *To Kill a Mockingbird*) is an American writer who won the Pulitzer Prize in 1961 with her first and only novel. Like Scout Finch, *Mockingbird’s* young heroine, Lee is the daughter of a country lawyer. She is also a descendant of Confederate General Robert E. Lee, and grew up in a tiny Alabama town that was no stranger to the tensions and incongruities that characterized the American South generally in the first half of the 20th century.
Once you have grasped the importance of context and authorship, you are ready to move on to the work itself. The key to understanding literature lies in recognizing its structure. All stories are composed of five basic elements: Conflict, Plot, Setting, Characters, and Theme.

The powerful "secret" of literary interpretation is really no secret at all: All stories have these components, even the children’s stories you read to your second graders at night! What’s more, the elements of fiction are very accessible in children’s literature, even for the children themselves. Children’s stories are therefore powerful tools for explaining the elements of fiction to students of all ages. Once grasped, an understanding of these elements may then be applied with great results to the works of the masters.

The next five lessons demonstrate the parts of a story and the techniques used by the author to assemble these parts into a beautiful whole. The story chart on the next page is a graphic representation of this assembly of components and the relationships that exist between them.

This story chart is the foundational tool of the Teaching the Classics approach to literature. You will be encouraged in the sessions that follow to put each and every story “up on the chart,” and through continuous repetition to get into the habit of thinking in these categories. In this way the story chart will become a template for interpretation that you can apply to any work of fiction.
The Five Elements of Fiction: Story Chart

**Climax:** Highest point of action; the “Aha!” moment when the resolution of the conflict becomes a foregone conclusion.

**Rising Action:** Events take place as the result of the conflict. Tension increases until “something has to give.”

**Dénouement:** The author discloses the secrets of his plot, “unravels” the mysteries and answers the reader’s questions.

**Exposition:** The author introduces his characters and places them in a setting.

**Conclusion:** The author closes his story, often putting an interpretive spin on the story’s events, hinting at its theme.

**Setting:** All the details of the time and place in which the story occurs.

**Characters:** The people of the story, who strive for or oppose the resolution of its conflict.

**Theme:** The main idea of the story; the underlying issue which the characters in the story wrestle with or encounter; the universal truth about human life that the story examines.

**Plot:** The problem at the root of the story’s action; the tension that drives the story forward toward a conclusion.
Samples from
APPENDIX A:

The Socratic List

1. Where does this story happen?
   a. In what country or region does the story happen?
   b. Does the story happen in the country or the city?
   c. Does the story happen in one spot, or does the action unfold across a wide area?
   d. What is the mood or atmosphere of the place where the story happens? Is it cheerful and sunny, or dark and bleak? What words or phrases or descriptions does the author use to create this atmosphere?
   e. What is the weather like in the story?
   f. Do you long to climb into the pages of the book to live in its world, or does it repel you? Why?
   g. Is the setting a real or imaginary place? If it’s imaginary, is it subject to the same physical laws as our world is?
   i. Is there anything symbolic or allegorical about the place where the story happens?
   j. Is the setting of the story important because of historical events which may have taken place there? How does this link help you understand the themes of the story?

2. When does this story happen?
   a. On what day does the story happen? What time of day?
   b. How long a period of time does the story cover? A few minutes? A single day? A whole lifetime?
   c. In what season does the story take place?
d. Does the story happen in a particular year, era, or age of the world? What historical events may have just preceded the period of the story? Do these events help explain the actions of characters, the action of the story, or its mood? (for example, is the story set in the midst of the Industrial Revolution in England like some of Charles Dickens’ works, or is it set in the roaring 20’s in America when life was gay and times were good?)

e. In what time of life for the main characters do the events occur? Are they children? Are they just passing into adulthood? Are they already grownups? Does setting the story in this particular time of the characters’ lives make the story better?

f. In what intellectual period is the story set? What ideas were prevalent during the period of the story? Does the author deal with these ideas through his characters? Do the characters respond to social rules and customs that are the result of these ideas? (Jane Austen’s books, for example, were set in the early 19th century in England, when women were bound by social laws forbidding them from owning or inheriting property. Consequently, marriage to men of property was their only source of financial security. Without this knowledge, the dialogue in Pride and Prejudice, and the action of Emma, are unintelligible to the modern reader.)

More questions

14. Does the author use the sounds of our language to create interest in his story?

Onomatopoeia –
   a. Does the author use sound words to tell his story?
   b. Does popcorn pop, soda pop fizz, and a horn bleat on any of the pages? Do any similar word sounds appear in the text?

Assonance –
   c. Does the author use words in sequence or in close proximity which have the same internal vowel sounds?

Consonance –
   d. Does the author use words in sequence or in close proximity that each end with the same consonant sound?

Alliteration –
   e. Does the author use words in sequence or in close proximity that repeat the same initial consonant sound?

Rhyme –
   f. Does the author end words or lines with the same final sound to create a musical quality within the text?
15. Does the author use common words and phrases in uncommon ways?

**Understatement** –

a. Does the author intentionally represent things in language that is less strong than the situation or thing would necessarily warrant for purely rhetorical effect? (For example, in Ian Falconer’s *Olivia*, the narrator mentions that Olivia learns to make sandcastles and gets “pretty good.” The picture with the text is of a sand-cast model of the Empire State Building. In *The Biggest Bear*, the author mentions the trappers from the zoo were “a little surprised” to see the boy in the trap with the bear.)

**Hyperbole** –

b. Does the author overstate or exaggerate things to make a point?

c. Do characters within the story make gross overstatements to drive home an issue or idea?

**Cliché** –

d. Does the author use figures of speech or expressions that are common and overused?

**Oxymoron** –

e. Does the author use sayings that are wiser than they appear at first glance?

f. Does the author juxtapose two normally contradictory words or ideas for the sake of making some wise insight? (i.e. a healing wound, a wise fool, a cruel kindness, icy hot)

16. Does the author use descriptions and comparisons to create pictures in the reader’s mind?

**Imagery** -

a. Does the author create snapshots of images in the mind of the reader for the sake of enhancing meaning, creating setting or mood, or developing character?

b. Does the author rely upon similes, metaphors or personification to convey his meaning more powerfully?

c. Does the author describe things by showing them to the reader via word pictures rather than merely telling the reader about them?

**Simile** –

d. Does the author use the words “like” or “as” in making comparisons between two or more dissimilar things?

**Personification** –

e. Does the author represent inanimate objects as being lifelike or human?

f. Do things or creatures speak with human voices, expressing rational thoughts and ideas?

g. Do trees have arms and dance in the wind? Do birds sing sweetly in praise to God? Does the thunder bellow a warning note? Does the wind howl, “Go Hooome!” as it did in *Brave Irene*?

**Metaphor** –